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highlights
• Public views of Ontario schools have markedly improved since the years of discord in the late  

 1990s and early years of the 21st century.

• Just over half of the respondents award community schools an A or B grade; however, almost  

 three-quarters of parents give an A or B grade to the schools that their eldest child attends.  
• Satisfaction with schools is at record levels; over 60% are somewhat or very satisfied with the  
 school system in general. Satisfaction with the school system is now on a par with satisfaction  
 with the job teachers are doing, indicating that system problems are no longer seen as seriously  
 undermining teachers’ efforts. 

• Low confidence ratings persist for schools, and even more so for educational policy. While 

 satisfaction with the school system has risen as funding has been restored, there is still consider- 

 able uncertainty about future directions.

• Support for increased funding of all levels of education remains strong across all demographic  

 groups and is backed up by the willingness of a majority to pay more taxes for education. 

• There is very little support for government funding of faith-based schools, but Ontarians  

 remain deeply divided between limiting funding to a single public system, continuing current  

 funding of public and Catholic systems, or extending funding to all private schools.

• The public remains divided on the issue of whether the provincial government’s centralization  

 of authority over schools has gone too far; however, only 40% now think the province has too  

 much control over local schools.

• A majority think the public has too little influence over how schools are run; however, support  

 for a greater public role has diminished over the past decade. However, personal willingness to  

 serve on a local school council is higher than five years ago.

• The public remains divided over who should have the greatest influence over local curricu-  

 lum. A majority select local options, but there is no consensus regarding whether school boards,  

 local teachers, or parents should have the most influence. 

•  A large majority support province-wide testing at the elementary level; most favour testing all  

 students rather than only a sample. However, only about half think testing will have a strong impact  

 on student achievement.

• Province-wide testing at the secondary level continues to enjoy strong support. However, most  

 want teachers’ assessments, not province-wide test results, to determine students’ grades.
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• A majority think that testing does cause teachers to devote more attention to subjects tested, but  

 only a minority think testing has a strong effect. Views on testing are not strongly influenced by  

 whether respondents consider the provincial government or local agencies should have the greatest  

 influence on what is taught in local schools.

• A large majority see students from low-income families as disadvantaged in terms of their  

 likelihood of continuing to postsecondary education after high school. In contrast, less than a  

 third think black students are less likely than white students to continue to college or  

 university. Just over half now see aboriginal students as disadvantaged, indicating a significant  

 change in views over the past decade.

• Few support the creation of Africentric alternative schools. While resistance may, in part,  

 reflect the past history of forced segregation, there is general public antipathy to what are  

 perceived as segregated schools for any social group. There is little support for Africentric  

 schools even among the minority who see black students as disadvantaged. 
• Early childhood education is broadly supported; however, it is viewed as less likely to improve  
 elementary-level student achievement than an increase in the number of special education  
 teachers or lower class size. 

• Offered a choice between full-day kindergarten and the split day (half-day kindergarten,  

 half-day with an early childhood educator) most choose the latter. Ontario will, in fact, initiate  

 a program of full-day kindergarten with a teacher supported by an early childhood educator.

• Most people think some form of postsecondary education is now needed to “get along” in this  
 society. However the public does not see an “education deficit” in the labour force. More  
 respondents think that people generally have more education than their jobs require, rather  
 than less. Most think that there are too few suitable jobs available compared to the  number of 
 university graduates seeking work. Over half think (erroneously) that a university graduate is  
 as likely to be unemployed as a high school graduate.

• Despite the fact that the public sees university graduates in oversupply, the majority reject the  

 idea of limiting access to postsecondary programs according to the number of jobs available.  

 Access is supported because of the opportunities it provides individuals for economic success.  

 Higher participation rates in postsecondary education are not seen as the key to creating full  

 employment.

• A majority think that white and visible minority postsecondary graduates accrue similar  

 economic advantage; however, views are divided on the experiences of immigrants with  

 foreign credentials.

• A third of working respondents report educational credential above the entry-level  

 requirements for their positions. Less than a quarter, however, think they are overqualified for  

 their jobs in terms of their education.
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The OISE Survey of Educational Issues has been conducted regularly since 1978. Individual surveys 
provide snapshots of public opinion at particular moments in time; taken together the surveys are 
akin to time-lapse photography, revealing how public opinion has evolved – or not – during the last 
decades of the twentieth century and the first decade of the twenty-first.

Opinion polls, however carefully done, are not referendums on the policy issues they address. They 
are, ideally, valid instruments for profiling public predispositions on matters to which many respon-
dents may have given little thought. The status of public opinion in democratic theory and demo-
cratic practice has been and continues to be contentious. Our own view is that a democratic society 
must incorporate public opinion into the process of policy making in some fashion. A deliberative 
element must be built into the formation of a public opinion.i The OISE Survey does not contrib-
ute directly to this long-term goal. Instead, it represents an intervention into the practical politics 
of public opinion where governments, their opponents, and other groups attempting to influence 
policy use or misuse poll data to gain tactical political advantage. The OISE Survey is an attempt to 
level the playing field between well- and poorly resourced groups by providing a common body of 
poll results from a nonpartisan source as a basis for public debate and private calculation of viable 
political tactics.

Since 1978, the OISE Survey of Educational Issues has been the only regular, publicly available survey 
of public attitudes towards education in Canada.ii A similar survey has been conducted annually in 
the United States since the 1960’s.iii  The OISE Survey contributes to policy deliberations by provid-
ing profiles not only of current public views but also of how public thinking has changed over time. 
Each survey report presents trends on basic dimensions of public attitudes toward education, such as 
satisfaction with schools and the job teachers are doing, views on the adequacy of funding for schools, 
and views on aspects of school governance. Each survey also contains sections on current, topical 
issues. Full reports on the findings of all OISE surveys as well as an archive of the respective question-
naires and data sets can be found at the survey website: www.oise.utoronto.ca/OISE-Survey. 

The lapse photography of the OISE Survey series can be informative on many issues. For example, 
these surveys show that the issue of extending public funding to private or independent schools is a 
minefield best avoided. While there is no consensus that the status quo is desirable, neither is there 
any evident way of building a consensus or coalition for change. Public opinion is gridlocked on 
the issue – and has been for 25 years. Similarly, opponents of province-wide testing will find in the 
surveys a documentary record of overwhelming public support for provincial tests at the high school 

introduction
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level, stretching back 25 years. However, those who interpret this as a basis for promoting “high-
stakes” testing – where province-wide tests determine students’ progress through the grades – should 
think again. Fifteen years ago, the public was sharply divided on this issue; in the intervening years a 
strong consensus has developed in opposition to high-stakes testing.

The most relevant lesson from the OISE Surveys – as we enter a period of likely fiscal retrenchment 
– concerns taxing and spending. The Surveys offer clear evidence of how public opinion has been 
affected since the impact of prior retrenchment policies on schools became evident. Over the years 
of the Harris government, satisfaction with the Ontario school system dropped to near-record lows, 
to recover only after 2002. Over the same period, public support for increased spending on schools, 
and willingness to pay higher taxes for education, increased substantially. 

As the table of contents indicates, the 2009 OISE Survey continues the work of tracking both the 
change and the stability of public views on general dimensions of educational policy. The Survey also 
addresses current specific policy issues, notably those stemming from the recommendations of the 
Pascal report on early childhood learning. 

Survey Design
The 2009 OISE survey involved a representative random sample of 1001 adults, 18 years of age and 
over, who were interviewed by telephone in their residences across Ontario between October 2009 
and January 2010. The survey was administered by the Institute for Social Research at York Univer-
sity. Respondents entered the survey through a two-stage sampling procedure. Random-digit dialing 
procedures were used to produce a sample of phone numbers. Within the households contacted, an 
adult resident was selected, specifically the one who was next to have a birthday. A response rate of 
45.5% was obtained. As in previous OISE surveys, the 2009 sample of respondents has been weighted 
to remedy slight imbalances in age and gender groups. The weighted sample continues to somewhat 
under-represent those with less than high school completion, and over-represent those with post-
secondary education. Results should be accurate to within 4 to 5% points, 95% of the time based on 
estimated sampling.iv A more detailed description of the survey methodology and the composition of 
the survey sample can be found at the survey website: www.oise.utoronto.ca/OISE-Survey. As noted 
above, the full questionnaire and data set are also available from the survey website.

Acknowledgements
We thank the Ontarians who have made suggestions over the past three years about relevant issues 
for the survey. The 2009 survey was funded through a research grant from the Ontario Ministry of 
Education as well as some support from the Office of the Dean at OISE. Future OISE surveys will 
be dependent on similar cooperative arrangements. While all of this assistance has been valuable, the 
authors remain solely responsible for the final design of items and for the interpretations of findings 
presented here. 
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General Perceptions of Schools

	 • Public views of Ontario schools have markedly improved since the years of discord in the late  
  1990s and early years of the 21st century.

	 • Just over half of the respondents award community schools an A or B grade; however, almost  
  three-quarters of parents give an A or B grade to the schools that their eldest child attends.  
	 • Satisfaction with schools is at record levels; over 60% are somewhat or very satisfied with  
  the school system in general. Satisfaction with the school system is now on a par with satisfac- 
  tion with the job teachers are doing, indicating that system problems are no longer seen as  
  seriously undermining teachers’ efforts. 

	 • Low confidence ratings persist for schools, and even more so for educational policy. While  
  satisfaction with the school system has risen as funding has been restored, there is still consider- 
  able uncertainty about future directions.

grades awarded Schools
Just over half of the public (51%) award Ontario schools an A or B grade for the quality of their work; 
55% offer similar ratings for schools in their local communities (see Table 1.1). These percentages 
are higher among public and Catholic school parents – 57% for provincial schools and 61% for local 
schools. When asked about the school their eldest child attends, public school parents are consider-
ably more positive – one in five (23%) give these schools an A grade; 50% a B grade. Failing grades 
are rare for Ontario or local schools; most of those not assigning an A or B grade opt for assigning a 
C grade.

Parents’ ratings of their eldest child’s school are unchanged from 2007 (see Table 1.2). However both 
parents and the public as a whole offer higher grades to Ontario and local schools than they did two 
years previously. Public ratings of local community schools are similar to those in the United States, 
which in 2009 were at higher levels than seen since 2001 (see Table 1.3).

Satisfaction
The OISE Survey has tracked satisfaction with the school system in general for almost three decades. 
In our last survey report (2007) we documented the sharp recovery of satisfaction with schools after 
the discord associated with the Harris government (see Figure 1). In 2009 we again find satisfaction 
with schools at record levels (63%). Moreover, the level of satisfaction with schools is now similar to 

findings
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that of satisfaction with the job teachers are doing. This suggests that the system is no longer seen as 
undermining the efforts of teachers. Between 1998 and 2002, satisfaction with teachers was consis-
tently almost 20 points above that for schools in general. As in previous years, satisfaction levels are 
similar for parents and non-parents. 

Satisfaction levels and grade ratings are linked, but loosely. Those satisfied with the school system in 
general most often give Ontario schools a B grade (see Table 1.4). Those who are neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied, and those somewhat dissatisfied, most often award a C grade. Only the very small 
minority who are very dissatisfied with the system assign a D predominantly or Fail. 

Table 1.2  
Grades Over Time

         School your eldest
   Schools in your community      child attends
  Public Parents  Public school parents only
   1984*   2007** 2009   2007** 2009   2007** 2009
   % % %  % %  % %

A  10 5 10  6 11  22 23
B  38 40 45  45 50  51 50
C  26 32 23  31 22  18 16
D  5 8 6  8 7  5 3
Fail  4 4 2  5 3  2 3
Not stated  17 11 14  4 7  1 5
Total  100 100 100  100 100  100 100

 Count  753 747 1001  206 266  170 181

Sources: * George Flower, Speaking Out, 1984 CEA Poll   

** CEA-OISE Survey of Educational Issues, 2007  

Table 1.1 
Grading Public Schools, 2009*

Public   Public and Catholic  Public school parents only
    school parents
          School your
    In your   In your    In your eldest child
   In Ontario community   In Ontario community   In Ontario community attends
   % %  % %  % % %

A  6 10  6 11  5 12 23
B  45 45  51 50  51 51 50
C  29 23  30 22  28 22 16
D  6 6  5 7  5 9 3
Fail  3 2  5 3  7 4 3
Not stated  10 14  4 7  3 3 5
Total  100 100  100 100  100 100 100

 Count  1001 1001  266 266  181 181 181

* Survey question: Students are often given the grades A, B, C, D, or Fail to indicate the quality of their work. If the public schools ... were graded in the 
same way, what grade would you give them: A, B, C, D or Fail?
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Confidence
Despite the improvement in satisfaction levels and, more recently, grades given to schools, public 
confidence in both schools and provincial educational policy remains at low levels. In 2009 just over 
a third indicated that they had a great deal or quite a lot of confidence in the public schools, a figure 
essentially unchanged since 2004 (see Table 1.5). Confidence in government educational policy 

Figure 1
Satisfaction with Ontario Schools and with Teachers’ Work
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Table 1.3  
Grades Across Jurisdictions

Public US Canada Ontario
  2009 2007* 2009
  % % %

A 10 10 10
B 41 38 45
C 32 27 23
D 11 5 6
Fail 3 3 2
Not stated 3 17 14
Total 100 100 100

 Count 1003 2109 1001

Sources: * CEA-OISE Survey of Educational Issues, 2007; The 41st Annual Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup 
Poll of the Public’s Attitudes Toward The Public Schools, 2009.
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is even lower, remaining below 20%. This pattern suggests that current ratings of the school system 
have risen as funding and relative harmony have been restored; however, there is still considerable 
uncertainty about future directions. 

Confidence ratings are related to satisfaction and grade ratings. However, only among those in the 
most positive categories – the very satisfied and those awarding A or B grades – do a majority say 
they have a great deal or quite a lot of confidence in schools (see Table 1.6). 

Seeking Services Outside the School System: The Case of Tutoring
In 2009, and in two previous surveys (2004 and 2007), we asked parents of public school students 
whether they had purchased supplementary tutoring services for their child(ren) in the past three 
years. In each survey about a quarter of the public school parents reported doing so. There is no dis-
cernible, recent increase in demand for private tutoring services. 

Parents purchase tutoring services as a supplement to public schooling rather than to compensate 
for perceived failings of that system (see Table 1.7). In 2009 parents who purchased tutoring, and 
those who did not, awarded similar grades to both their community schools and also to the schools 
the eldest child attended. (In 2007 parents who hired tutors were less likely than those who didn’t to 
give community schools an A or B.)

Table 1.5  
Amount of Confidence*

Percent indicating a great deal or quite a lot of confidence
  2004 2007 2009**
  % % %

Confidence in Ontario public schools 38 36 37
Confidence in Ontario universities 62 n.a. 54
Confidence in the Ontario government’s educational policy 13 13 16

* Survey question: How much respect and confidence do you have in…?
** In 2009 the question was simplified to confidence only.

Table 1.4  
Grades Awarded Ontario Schools By Amount of Satisfaction with School System, 2009

                                           Grade awarded Ontario schools      
Satisfaction with A B C D  Fail Total
school system % % % % % % Count
Very satisfied 26 62 8 3 1 100 106
Somewhat satisfied 6 61 31 2 1 100 494
Neither 1 39 48 9 3 100 71
Somewhat dissatisfied 0 22 52 22 3 100 145
Very dissatisfied 0 16 20 25 39 100 49
Total* 7 50 33 7 4 100 865

* Includes those not stating a grade or not indicating satisfaction level.
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Educational Finance

Support for increased funding of all levels of education remains strong across all demographic 
  groups and is backed up by the willingness of a majority to pay more taxes for education. 

There is very little support for government funding of faith-based schools, but Ontarians 
  remain deeply divided between limiting funding to a single public system, continuing current 
  funding of public and Catholic systems, or extending funding to all private schools.

Table 1.7 
Grade for Local Schools Related to Child Tutoring 

Percent awarding A or B grade to community schools
Purchased Tutoring 2007  2009

  % Count % Count
Yes 40 53 64 47
No 59 168 64 129

Percent awarding A or B Grade to school eldest child attends
Yes 74 58 77 47
No 73 171 75 124

Table 1.6 
Confidence in Ontario Schools by Grades Awarded and 

Satisfaction with the School System, 2009 
Confidence in the public schools in Ontario

Grades Great deal Quite a lot Some Very little None at all Don’t know Total count

  % % % % % % % %

A 53 32 8 3  3 100 60

B 16 39 38 5 0 2 100 452

C 2 10 70 14 2 3 100 292

D 3 6 37 48 5 2 100 65

Fail 6 26 32 35  100 34

Total* 12 24 44 12 2 5 100 1002
  % % % % % % % %

Very satisfied 42 35 18 4 1 1 100.0 114

Somewhat satisfied 11 28 50 6 0 4 100.0 514

Neither 6 24 49 13 1 6 100.0 83

Somewhat dissatisfied 1 13 61 23 2 1 100.0 151

Very dissatisfied 6 8 18 38 30  100.0 50

Total* 12 24 44 11 3 5 100.0 1002

* Includes those not stating a grade or not indicating satisfaction level.
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Spending and Taxation
In our 2007 report we suggested that the period since 2000 had been one of high and stable support 
for spending on public education, as well as an increased willingness among the majority to pay more 
taxes for education. These views continued to be expressed in 2009. 

As Table 2.1 shows, around two-thirds of Ontarians now support increased funding of all levels
of public education, specifically for elementary and secondary schools, community colleges, and
universities. Support is even higher for public funding of apprenticeship programs; support for such
programs is over 80%, an increase from 72% in 2002. There is now virtually unanimous support on 
all sides that Ontario and Canada must make greater efforts to develop a domestic apprenticeship
program for skilled trades.v

Figure 2 shows trends in opinion among those holding definite views on spending and taxation 
(that is, excluding those not stating an opinion). From the mid-1990s support for increased spend-
ing for elementary and secondary schools rose rapidly to encompass over 70% of all respondents 
stating a definite view. There may be a slight general decline in the extent of the majority’s support 
for increased spending in the recent financial downturn. But this majority support is now found in 
virtually all the demographic groups. For example, among those over 60 years of age in the 1980s 
only 20% expressed support for increased education funding, but since 2002 there has been a clear 
majority support. (Percentages in each case are for respondents stating a definite view.) 

As Figure 2 also shows, in 2009 the willingness to pay more taxes for education remained near its 
highest level since our surveys began. Over 60% of both parents and non-parents are now willing to 
pay more taxes for education, and so do a clear majority of those over 60 who state definite views 
(see Figures 3 and 4). The correspondence between support for public education funding and 
preparedness to pay personal taxes to realize such increases is closer than it has ever been during our 
surveys. Other recent Canadian surveys of public support for spending on postsecondary education 
similarly found majority support for both increased spending and higher taxes.vi A continuing series 
of U.S. polls on attitudes to schools has consistently found in recent years that lack of funding for 
schools is the biggest problem that schools face.vii  The depth of support for funding public education 
on this continent appears to be as strong as it has ever been. 

Table 2.1  
Views on Government Spending on Education, 2009*

  Increase Increase Keep up Decrease Decrease

  greatly somewhat with somewhat greatly Not stated Total

  % % % % % % % N

Total spending for all purposes 17 28 40 7 3 5 100 1001

For all levels of education 29 38 26 3 1 4 100 1001

For elementary and high schools 27 41 25 2 0 4 100 1001

For community college 25 38 29 2 1 6 100 1001

For universities 29 32 28 3 1 7 100 1001

Apprenticeships 50 30 15 1 0 4 100 1001

* Survey question: What would you like to see happen to government spending for the following purposes?
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Figure 3
Support for Increased Government Spending on Elementary and High Schools, 1980–2009 (by Age Group)
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Figure 2
Spending Preferences and Willingness to Pay More Taxes for Education, 1980–2009
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Funding for Private Schools
Since full funding was provided to Catholic schools in 1984, the OISE Survey has tracked opinion 
on what schools should receive public funding. As Table 2.2 summarizes, willingness to extend 
funding further to private schools has remained a distinct minority position. From 1984 to the pres-
ent, support for funding private schools has fluctuated between 25% and 35%. Most other Ontarians 
remain evenly split between preferring to support the status quo of public and Catholic systems or 
preferring to move to a single public system. In light of the prominence of the issue of faith-based 
school funding in the past provincial election, it should be noted that even among the minority who 
support extending public funding, few would limit this to faith-based schools. Since 1984 support 
for funding faith-based private schools exclusively has usually languished between 4% and 7%. Sup-
port for extending funding to all private schools has fluctuated between 17% and 27%. This suggests 
that among the minority who favour extended funding to private schools, the key issue is parental 
choice, not equity, among faith communities. In terms of religious affiliation, the majority of Catho-
lics favour the status quo, and the majority of those with no religious affiliation favour a single public 
system. But those of other Christian and non-Christian affiliations remain deeply divided in their 
own preferences. 

Figure 4
Percent Willing to Pay More Taxes for Education, 1988–2009 (by Parental Status)*
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School Governance

The public remains divided on the issue of whether the provincial government’s centralization 
  of authority over schools has gone too far; however, only 40% now think the province has too 
  much control over local schools.

A majority think the public has too little influence over how schools are run; however, support 
  for a greater public role has diminished over the past decade. However, personal willingness to 
  serve on a local school council is higher than five years ago.

The public remains divided over who should have the greatest influence over local curricu- 
  lum. A majority select local options, but there is no consensus regarding whether school boards, 
  local teachers, or parents should have the most influence. 

Provincial Control and Public Influence
The current system of school governance is largely the result of a series of centralizing measures 
adopted in the years of the Harris governments, which removed some authority from local school 
boards. From the beginning, public opinion has been divided over the merits of concentrating au-
thority over education with the provincial government. In the Harris years, just under half of those 

Table 2.2 
Views on Which Schools Should Receive Government Funding*

  Public,
  Catholic,
  and all
  Public and religious
  Catholic as and/or all
  Public only now private** Don’t know
  % % % % % Count

1984 21 51 26 2 100 1046
1986 28 40 30 2 100 1042
1988 24 41 28 8 101 1011
1992 33 36 28 3 100 1000
1994 36 31 28 5 100 1052
1996 38 33 27 3 101 1000
1998 26 39 31 4 100 1007
2000 31 35 31 3 100 1002
2002 29 37 34 2 102 1054
2004 30 40 26 3 99 1002
2009 35 36 27 2 100 1001

* Survey question: What schools do you think should be given government funding, provided that they meet province-wide standards? 
** Respondents were offered the options of funding, in addition to public and Catholic schools, either all religious private schools or all private schools. 
The option of funding only all religious schools rather than all private schools was chosen by about 5% of respondents
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polled thought that the provincial government had too much control over local schools (see Table 
3.1). Conversely, about 40% felt either that the province had too little control or that the balance with 
local authorities was about right. With the replacement of the Conservatives by Liberal governments, 
resistance to provincial control has eroded somewhat. In 2009 only 41% found provincial control to 
be excessive. However, the number of those unable or unwilling to state an opinion has grown. 

The 2009 survey also suggests a modest retreat from populist positions on school governance. Be-
tween 1979 and 2000 the proportion who felt the public had too little say in how schools are run 
increased by almost half, from 49% to 71% (see Figure 5). In 2009, however, only 60% held this 
view. Parents willingness to participate in local school councils shows some evidence of revival. In 
the “honeymoon” period during which school councils were first introduced (1995–97), about half 
expressed an interest in serving. This proportion then slipped to just over a third. But in the past two 
OISE surveys, those interested has edged above 40%. Among parents, 48% indicate a willingness to 
participate. 

Governance: Curriculum Content
Control over what is taught in local schools is one of the key issues of school governance. Here public 
opinion has shown relatively stable divisions over the past 25 years. Only a minority of the public in 
general – and of parents themselves – think parents of school children should have the greatest influ-
ence over what is taught (see Table 3.2 and 3.3). In 2009 about one in five favoured a dominant 
influence for parents. While most respondents select local options, their stated preferences are divided 
among school boards, teachers, or parents; school boards are the most common choice. Among the 
minority favouring higher levels of government, the provincial government is the more common 
choice. In 2009 the provincial government was favoured by over 20%, local school boards by just over 
25%. Parents and the public as a whole have similar views.

“Back to the basics” has been a common theme in many populist educational movements. Such ad-
vocates offer an image of parents demanding schooling that is focused on basic academic skills, and 
being frustrated by liberal reformers who sacrifice these core subjects to “faddish social themes.” 

Table 3.1  
Amount of Provincial Government Control over Local Education*

  Too little Right amount Too much Not stated Total Count
  % % % % %   

1998 20 23 48 10 101 1007
2000 16 21 49 14 100 1002
2002 22 23 47 9 101 1054
2004 20 19 46 16 101 1002
2007 20 28 36 16 100 747
2009 17 22 41 21 100 779

* Survey question: Currently, how much control does the provincial government have over local education? Does the province have … 
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In fact, we have found little evidence for this view – either in 1990, when we first looked at the issue, 
or in the current survey (see Table 3.4). In 2009 only 12% of the general public – or parents – think 
too much school time is devoted to teaching students about such issues as drugs, alcohol, and AIDS. 
Almost half think the current situation is about right; about a third (33%) would prefer that such 
topics get more teaching time. 

Figure 5
Participation in School Governance
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Table 3.2  
Source of Influence on What is Taught at Schools, 2009* 

  All Non-parent Parents
  % % %
Federal government 10 10 11
Provincial government 21 21 21
Local school boards 27 26 30
Local teachers 14 14 16
Parents of school children 20 21 18
Not stated 7 8 5
Total 100 100 100

 Count 1001 736 266

* Survey question: Who should have the greatest influence in deciding what is taught in schools in 
your community?
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Student Assessment

 A large majority support province-wide testing at the elementary level; most favour testing all 
  students rather than only a sample. However, only about half think testing will have a strong impact 
  on student achievement.

Province-wide testing at the secondary level continues to enjoy strong support. However, most want 
  teachers’ assessments, not province-wide test results, to determine students’ grades.

A majority think that testing does cause teachers to devote more attention to subjects tested, but 
  only a minority think testing has a strong effect. Views on testing are not strongly influenced by 
  whether respondents consider the provincial government or local agencies should have the greatest 
  influence on what is taught in local schools.

Testing and Student Achievement in Elementary Schools
Over the past decade, we twice asked respondents (in 1998 and 2000) to rate a list of possible educational 
interventions in terms of the impact they were likely to have on student achievement at the elementary 
level. In 2009 we used a shortened version of this list; we included only the interventions that were previ-
ously ranked relatively highly. In particular, the list included the issue of using province-wide tests – results 
relevant to this section, and to the question of starting all children in junior kindergarten, will be high-
lighted in a later section on early childhood education. 

Table 3.3  
Sources of Influence on What is Taught at Schools, 1984-2009* 

  Provincial/ Local Boards/

  Federal Teachers Parents Not stated Total

  % % % % % Count

1984 46 30 18 5 99 1046

1996 29 36 29 6 100 100

2004 43 35 14 8 100 1002

2009 31 41 20 7 100 1001

* Survey question: Who should have the greatest influence in deciding what is taught in local schools/ schools in your community? 

Table 3.4  
Views on Time for Teaching about Drugs, Alcohol, and AIDS 

  Too much About the right amount Too little Not stated Total

  % % % % % Count

1990 Public 11 33 49 7 100 1032

2009 Public 12 45 30 13 100 1001

2009 Parents* 12 47 33 8 100 266

* Public and Catholic school parents
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The general public – and parental – views on the effectiveness of particular interventions in elemen-
tary education have remained essentially stable over the past 10 years. The contributions of parental 
involvement and special education are recognized by almost 80 percent as likely to have a great deal 
or quite a lot of impact. About two-thirds consider smaller class sizes in the early grades as similarly 
effective (see Table 4.1). About one-half consider testing and universal junior kindergarten would 
have a significant impact on achievement. 

Despite widespread scepticism about the effect of testing on student achievement, almost two-thirds 
support province-wide tests at the elementary level. In 2009 just under half of the respondents 
thought that province-wide testing would have great deal or quite a lot of impact on student achieve-
ment, yet only 11% thought province-wide tests should not be used (see Table 4.2). Over half the 
general public and 60% of parents favoured testing every student at the elementary level – as is done 
now for language and mathematics skills. A further 11% favoured testing a sample of students only. 

Table 4.1  
Ways to Improve Elementary Student Achievement*

                                                 Percent indicating great deal or quite a lot

  Elem./Jr. High 

  Public   Parents** parents**

  1998 2000 2009 2009 2009

  % % % % %

Getting parents more involved in reading to 

their children and helping with homework 83 84 79 75 74

Providing more special education teachers 

to help students with learning difficulties 76 79 79 79 80

Reducing class sizes in the first few years 

of elementary school 58 68 66 70 73

Using province-wide tests to measure how 

students are doing 50 48 48 47 47

Starting all children in junior kindergarten 46 48 48 53 53

 Count 1007 1002 779 266 189

* Survey question: There are many ideas for how we can help Ontario elementary students do better at school. How much do you think each of the following 
would improve student achievement? Note: List in 1998 and 2000 included additional items. 
** Public and Catholic school parents 

Table 4.2 
Views on Province-wide Testing for Elementary School Students, 2009*

  Elementary

  Public Parents** parents**

  % % %

Province-wide tests should not be used in elementary schools 11 10 9

A sample of students should be tested 11 11 10

Every student should be tested 54 60 60

Not sure about this 24 19 21

Total 100 100 100

Count 1001 282 184

* Survey question: Province-wide testing for elementary school students: what is your view?
** Public and Catholic school parents
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Testing in Secondary Schools
Successive OISE surveys have documented continuing strong public support for testing secondary-
level students. At the same time, our surveys have documented growing support for the position that 
teacher assessments rather that test results should determine students’ final marks.viii

The 2009 survey results reveal that about 70% of the general public and an even higher proportion 
of parents of secondary students support province-wide testing of all students (see Table 4.3). At the 
same time, the 2009 results confirm the shift in view, first noted in 2007, against the use of province-
wide test results to determine student grades. Currently, only 25% favour using test results for this 
purpose (see Table 4.4). Among the majority of respondents who support province-wide tests, only 
30% would use such test results for setting grades (see Table 4.5). There has been broad-based and 
long-standing public and parental support for testing as a mechanism of system accountability;  how-
ever, for most, this view goes hand in hand with the primary role of teachers in student assessment. 

Table 4.3 
Views on Province-wide Testing to Assess High School Student Performance  

  Province-wide tests should be used to assess the performance of each high school student 

  Agree Disagree Neither/Not stated Total

  % % % % Count

1984 66 20 14 100 1046

1988 62 23 16 101 1011

1994 76 19 5 100 1070

2007 72 22 6 100 1002

2009 69 23 8 100 1001

2009-Parents 71 22 7 100 282

2009-High school parents* 81 16 3 100 124

* Those with child(ren) in junior high or high school, including private 

Table 4.4  
Views on Final Grade Assessment of High School Students 

High school students’ final grades should mainly reflect their teachers’ assessments, not the results of province-wide tests 

  Agree Disagree Neither/Not stated Total

  % % % % Count

1994 45 47 8 100 1070

2000 50 38 12 100 1002

2007 66 25 9 100 1002

2009 65 25 10 100 779

2009-Parents 70 21 9 100 282

2009-High school parents* 67 26 6 100 124

* Those with child(ren) in junior high or high school, including private 
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Knowledge of Current Testing Practice
Just over 70% of respondents correctly identified English language and mathematics as tested sub-
jects (see Table 4.6). About 40% erroneously thought science was a tested subject; fewer thought 
province-wide testing occurred in Canadian history, social sciences, and music or art. About 40% 
correctly identified French language as a tested subject in French languages schools.ix Parents did 
somewhat better than the public as a whole in correctly identifying English and mathematics as 
tested subjects. There is virtually no relationship between accuracy of knowledge about current test-
ing programs and preferences regarding testing policy. 

Testing and Curriculum
Province-wide testing has, in part, been resisted because it is seen as a means by which the Ministry 
can influence what is taught or what is given most emphasis in local schools. In our 2009 survey we 
assessed the extent to which this concern enters into public views on testing. As indicated above, re-
spondents were asked who they thought should have the greatest influence on local curriculum. We 
might reasonably expect that those who favour local options would be less supportive of province-
wide testing programs.

Table 4.5  
Views on Testing Related to Who Decides Student Grades, 2009 

  Grades should mainly reflect teachers’ assessments    

  Agree Disagree Neither/Not stated Total

  % % % % Count

Views on province-wide tests  

Agree 60 30 9 100 690

Disagree 82 12 6 100 227

Neither/not stated 62 15 23 100 84

All 65 25 10 100 1001

Table 4.6 
Knowledge of Province-wide Tests, 2009*

                                                                       Percent indicating yes

  Public Parents

English language skills 71 82

French language skills in French schools 39 36

Mathematics 79 90

Science 39 42

Canadian history 29 31

Social Science 25 29

Music or Art 18 16

 Count 1001 282

* Survey question: Is there a province-wide test for …?
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In fact, views of who should have the greatest influence on local curriculum have relatively little im-
pact on views of province-wide testing. Those who favour local school boards’ or teachers’ influence 
are somewhat more likely to oppose elementary-level testing, or be uncertain. However, even among 
these groups, a majority favour some form of province-wide testing (every student or sample-based). 
The most distinctive views are held by those who think teachers should have the greatest influence. 
Among this group, support for testing every student is well below that for other groups (42%). In 
contrast, 60% of those who think parents should have the greatest influence on local curriculum also 
favour every student being tested (see Table 4.7). 

In the case of high school testing, a majority support province-wide testing, regardless of their views 
on who should have the greatest influence over local curriculum. Resistance is strongest among those 
who think teachers should be most influential over what is taught; about a third who hold this view 
also oppose province-wide testing at the secondary level. 

Does the public actually perceive a link between testing and influence over curriculum? In 2009, to 
test this, we asked respondents whether they thought tested subjects would receive more attention 
than those that were not tested. Over 60% of the public and parents thought that tested subjects 
got more attention than others (see Table 4.8). However, only about a third thought these subjects 
received a lot more attention. It is reasonable to expect that any link between views on testing and 
views on curriculum influence would be strongest among the subset of respondents who think that 
testing has a lot of impact on the attention paid to subjects taught. When we re-examine this relation-
ship for those who hold that testing strongly impacts teaching, there is little change from the overall 
pattern. 

Table 4.7  
Views on Testing Related to Views of Who Should Have the Greatest Influence on Local Curriculum, 2009
                                                  Province-wide testing for elementary school students   

Greatest influence 

on local curriculum

Province-
  wide tests
  should not be A sample Every
  used in of students student
  elementary should be should be Not sure
  schools tested tested about this Total Count

Federal government 12 9 63 17 100 104

Provincial government 10 14 59 17 100 212

Local school boards 13 11 49 27 100 270

Local teachers 19 15 42 23 100 145

Parents of school children 6 6 60 28 100 203

                                                  Province-wide testing for high school students 

Neither/Not
  Agree Disagree stated   Total Count

Federal government 74 21 5 100 103

Provincial government 76 18 6 100 211

Local school boards 69 23 9 100 270

Local teachers 58 35 7 100 144

Parents of school children 69 22 9 100 202
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Testing: Summary
The public and parents overwhelmingly support province-wide testing. They do so despite the fact 
that about half are doubtful that testing will have a strong impact on elementary school student 
achievement, and that two-thirds want high school student grades determined by teachers, not by 
provincial tests. Province-wide testing is supported, even though it is widely recognized to exercise 
at least some influence on local teaching and even by those who think the province should not have 
the greatest influence over local curriculum. For the public and parents, testing seems regarded as the 
canary in the coal mine. Province-wide test results offer a means – really the only publicly available 
means – of learning whether the school system is improving or deteriorating. Testing is supported 
as an accountability measure for the schools, but not as a means for certifying individual student 
progress. 

Equity and School Outcomes

A large majority see students from low-income families as disadvantaged in terms of their 
  likelihood of continuing to postsecondary education after high school. In contrast, less than a 
  third think black students are less likely than white students to continue to college or 
  university. Just over half now see aboriginal students as disadvantaged, indicating a significant 
  change in views over the past decade.

Few support the creation of Africentric alternative schools. While resistance may, in part, 
  reflect the past history of forced segregation, there is general public antipathy to what are 
  perceived as segregated schools for any social group. There is little support for Africentric 
  schools even among the minority who see black students as disadvantaged.

Table 4.8  
Amount of Attention Given to Tested as Compared to 

Non-tested Subjects, 2009*
  Public Parents

  % %

A lot more attention 30 30

Somewhat more attention 33 35

Same amount of attention 18 20

Not stated 20 14

Total 100 100
 Count 1001 282

* Survey question: How much attention do subjects that have a province-wide test get compared to 
subjects that are not tested?
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Early childhood education is broadly supported; however, it is viewed as less likely to improve 
  elementary-level student achievement than an increase in the number of special education 
  teachers or lower class size. 

Offered a choice between full-day kindergarten and the split day (half-day kindergarten, 
  half-day with an early childhood educator) most choose the latter. Ontario will, in fact, initiate 
  a program of full-day kindergarten with a teacher supported by an early childhood educator.

Perceptions of Disadvantaged Groups
In the 2000 OISE Survey, we asked three parallel questions on outcomes of K-12 schooling: specifi-
cally, the likelihood that students will go on to pursue postsecondary education. The first question 
asked whether students from low-income families had a better, worse, or about the same chance of 
gaining a postsecondary education as students from high-income families. The second question asked 
about the chances of black compared to white students, and the third about aboriginal compared 
to white students. The results indicate that about two-thirds recognized the disadvantages of low-
income students, but only about a third considered aboriginals as less likely to undertake postsecond-
ary education. Less than 15% viewed black students as disadvantaged (see Table 5.1). 

In 2004 we repeated these three questions. Views on income disadvantage remained unchanged; 
however, there was some increase in the proportion of respondents who thought that aboriginal 
and black students were disadvantaged. In 2009 the percentage of respondents who recognized dis-
advantage was higher on all three questions. Over three-quarters perceived low-income students as 
disadvantaged, and over half considered aboriginal students as disadvantaged. However, black students 
were seen as disadvantaged only by just over a quarter of respondents. 

Table 5.1  
Access to Postsecondary Education: Who is Disadvantaged?

                       Percent who think students have worse chance of a postsecondary education

Students from low-income
  families compared to those Black students compared Aboriginal students compared
  from high-income families to white students to white students

  % % % Count

1996 67 1000

1998 68 37 1007

2000 68 13 31 1002

2002 63 1054

2004 66 21 40 1002

2009 76 28 55 1001
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remedial Policies
The 2009 survey included questions on two current and prominent policy initiatives concerning 
unequal outcomes of K-12 schooling. The first is early childhood education and, in particular, the key 
recommendations of the Pascal report to the Ontario government.x  The second is Africentric schools.xi 
While the latter initiative is specific to the Toronto District School Board, the Board’s actions led the 
provincial government to publicly oppose the policy and indicate that no special funding would be 
forthcoming.

early childhood education
In 2009 the Pascal report – or more precisely, the Ontario government’s move to implement its 
recommendations – finally brought significant movement on early childhood education. This is an 
area where Ontario and most of Canada has trailed other OECD countries.xii Pascal’s core recom-
mendation was for universal access to full-day “learning programs.” This was popularly interpreted as 
universal junior and senior kindergarten (JK and SK). 

Early childhood education, in general, and universal access to JK and SK in particular, have long been 
advocated by educators, the elementary teachers’ federations, and some parent groups. Both the gen-
eral public and parents are supportive; however, as noted above, they do not see such initiatives as the 
most likely to improve student achievement at the elementary level. In 2009 over 75% of both the 
general public and parents thought that increasing the number of special education teachers would 
have a great deal or quite a lot of impact. Over two-thirds thought that reducing class sizes would 
be similarly effective. In contrast, only about half expected universal JK to be as effective (see Table 
4.1, earlier). 

In our 1996 survey we asked whether educational programs should be available in all Ontario school 
boards to all children three to five years of age whose parents choose to enrol them. Just over half 
indicated that they would support this. In 2009 a similar proportion of respondents (55%) indicated 
support for a full-day learning program for four-year-olds, which is in line with the Pascal report. 
Over 60% of the parents of preschool and elementary school children favoured the policy (see Table 
5.2). 

The Pascal report recommended that the full-day early learning program take the form of one-half 
day with a kindergarten teacher and one-half day with an early childhood educator. However, the 
Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario and others lobbied for full-day kindergartens staffed by 
certified teachers. In the 2009 survey we offered respondents a choice of these options. (All respon-
dents were asked this question whether or not they indicated support for an early learning program.) 
The question has been overtaken by events: early in 2010 the provincial government introduced 
legislation enacting a full-day program to be staffed by a kindergarten teacher and an early child-
hood educator working together over the day. xiii  The results are, however, still instructive for what 
they say about the divergence between public views and those with more direct influence of policy. 
Among the general public – and among parents – the original Pascal recommendation of “half and 
half ” was favoured over full-day teacher-led kindergarten (see Table 5.3). The half-and-half option 
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is supported by majorities, not only of those who support implementing an early learning program 
but also of those who do not.

In addition, the Pascal report calls for both after-hours child care and local schools as centres for a 
range of social services for children and families. On the latter issue, similar (but not identical ques-
tions) were asked in 1996 and 2009. The results suggest that support for this policy has increased over 
the past decade (see Table 5.4). In 2009 a majority supported making child care centres available to 
all preschool children as part of the public school system. Provincial legislation in 2010 enables school 
boards to do so (on a fee basis). 

Table 5.2
Views on Spending Additional Tax Monies on Education for Provision of 

Early Learning Programs, 2009* 
  Neither

  Strongly Somewhat favour nor Somewhat Strongly
  favour favour oppose oppose oppose Not stated Total

  % % % % % % % Count
“School boards provide the option 
of full-day learning programs for
children aged 4 and 5.” (2009)

Public 26 29 14 15 13 3 100 1001

Preschool and elementary parents 35 28 13 10 12 1 100 201

  Neither
  Strongly Somewhat agree nor Somewhat Strongly
  agree agree disagree disagree disagree Not stated Total

  % % % % % % % Count
“Educational programs should be 
available in all Ontario school 
boards to all children 3 to 5 years 
of age whose parents choose to 
enrol them.” (1996)

Public 33 23 4 15 22 3 100 1000

Elementary parents 35 19 3 17 22 4 100 232

* Survey question regarding the Pascal report’s recommendation for early learning programs: The Ontario government Early Learning Advisor has recommended 
that all school boards provide the option of full-day early learning programs for children aged 4 and 5. Parents could choose to enrol their children for full or 
half-days. To do this will require spending additional tax monies on education. 

Table 5.3  
Preferred Option for Early Learning Program, 2009* 

Preschool and elementary
  Public parents
  % %
Full-day kindergarten classes staffed by teachers 32 44
Split-day programs, i.e., half-day class with a 
kindergarten teacher and half-day with a 
trained child care worker 59 52
Not stated 9 4
Total 100 100

 Count 1001 201

* Survey question: If the Early Learning Advisor recommendations were implemented, which of the following would you prefer?
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Africentric Schools
In 2009, after much debate in the community, in the media, and within the board itself, the Toronto 
District School Board authorized the establishment of an Africentric alternative elementary school. 
This local initiative gained broader attention when the provincial government announced its opposi-
tion to such schools and refused to provide funding. 

The issue of black-oriented schools has had a long, if sporadic, public profile in Toronto. In response 
to an earlier debate, the 1996 OISE survey included a question on high schools for black students. In 
2009 we repeated this question to gauge whether opinions had changed over the intervening years, 
and we included a new question – in another part of the questionnaire – on the current initiative 
for an Africentric school that would be defined by curricular orientation rather than school popula-
tion. 

In 1996 only 12% supported a policy of boards establishing blacks-only schools where enough par-
ents were interested; 82% were opposed, 66% strongly (see Table 5.5). Over a decade later, opinion 
remains largely unchanged. In 2009, 14% supported blacks-only schools; while 77% were opposed, 
65% strongly. In 2009 Africentric schools garnered somewhat higher levels of support, at 29%. How-
ever, 54% were opposed, 36% strongly. This result is generally consistent with the findings of a Feb-
ruary 2008 Angus Reidxiv poll which found 59% strongly opposed to the Toronto District School 
Board’s plan to create an Africentric alternative school; 20% were moderately opposed, and only 15% 
moderately or strongly supportive. Most respondents to the Angus Reid poll also agreed with the 
Ontario government’s pledge not to provide funds for such schools. 

The Africentric schools proposal was controversial even within the black community.xv Given the 
history of white-enforced segregation of black students in parts of Canada as well as in the United 

Table 5.4 
Services for Families*

  Neither
  Strongly Somewhat favour nor Somewhat Strongly
  favour favour oppose oppose oppose Not stated Total

  % % % % % % % Count
Making child care centres 
available to all preschool children 
as part of the public school system 28 31 15 11 13 3 100 1001
Setting up centres at local schools 
that bring together most services 
parents of young children need
1992 25 41 10 15 7 1 100 1000
2009 42 32 12 7 5 3 100 1001

* Survey question wordings differed between years: How do you feel about setting up centres at local schools that bring together most services parents of 
young children need, including services for expectant and new mothers, day care, parenting skills programs, and assessment programs for special needs 
children? (2009) 
It has been suggested that the schools should become centres for various social services, either offering child, youth, and family services on-site or referring 
people to other agencies. (1992) 
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States, it is not surprising that the idea was seen as problematic for many people. In the Angus Reid 
poll 80% agreed that the policy “amounts to segregation and is a step backwards in our culture, 
which traditionally advocates for integration.” What may be surprising, however, is that this view is 
not restricted to white-black relations. In the 1996 OISE survey, immediately before we asked about 
separate schools for black students, we offered the proposal of girls-only high schools. Girls’ schools 
have a long history in Canada and other western countries, one not generally linked to inequality, 
since many have been, in fact, elite schools. Yet only 26% agreed with the policy of girls-only high 
school; 66% disagreed, 47% strongly. The 2008 Angus Reid poll also asked respondents if they would 
support the creation of alternate schools that used a curriculum focused on any specific ethnic group 
or community; 11% were supportive, while 83% were opposed, 64% strongly. Even without the spe-
cial legacy of black segregation, the public might be expected to oppose Africentric schools in line 
with a generalized value for integration across the range of social divisions.

Perceptions of Disadvantage and Policy Preferences
Advocates for both early childhood education and Africentric schools have promoted these policies 
as effective means of addressing issues of disadvantage. In this light we looked at whether support 
for these policies is higher among those respondents who were aware of disadvantage. As Table 5.6
shows, those who see low-income students and/or black students as disadvantaged are no more likely 
than others to support either early childhood education or Africentric schools. This is similarly the 
case for  those who see aboriginal students as disadvantaged. These findings suggest that even among 
those aware of disadvantage, neither early childhood education nor Africentric schools is seen as par-
ticularly effective means for producing more equitable school outcomes.

Table 5.5 
Views on Alternative Blacks-only and Africentric Schools

  Neither
  Strongly Somewhat agree nor Somewhat Strongly
  agree agree disagree disagree disagree Not stated Total

  % % % % % % % Count
School boards should allow 
separate high schools for 
black students*        

1996 3 9 4 16 66 3 100 1000

2009 5 9 6 12 65 3 100 1001

There should be Africentric 
Alternative Schools (2009)** 8 21 8 18 36 8 100 1001

Survey questions: * School boards should allow separate high schools for black students where there are enough interested students.
** There should be Africentric Alternative Schools, that is public schools with a focus on knowledge and experience of people of African descent, where there 
are enough interested students.
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Education and Economy

Most people think some form of postsecondary education is now needed to “get along” in this 
  society. However the public does not see an “education deficit” in the labour force. More 
  respondents think that people generally have more education than their jobs require, rather 
  than less. Most think that there are too few suitable jobs available compared to the  number of
  university graduates seeking work. Over half think (erroneously) that a university graduate is 
  as likely to be unemployed as a high school graduate.

Table 5.6
Views on Policy Options Related to Perceived Unequal Opportunities, 2009 

Agree Disagree Neither/Not Total
  stated

Perception of disadvantage % % % % Count
                 Policy option: School boards provide full-day learning programs for children aged 4 and 5
Low-income students’ chance of 
postsecondary compared to high- 
income students
Better chance 66 14 20 100 35
Same chance 56 28 16 100 186
Worse chance 54 29 17 100 761
Not stated 44 33 22 100 18
Total 55 28 17 100 1000
                Policy option: There should be Africentric alternative schools
Low-income students’ chance of 
postsecondary compared to high- 
income students
Better chance 38 44 18 100 34
Same chance 23 51 26 100 187
Worse chance 30 56 14 100 762
Not stated 22 33 44 100 18
Total 29 54 17 100 1001
                Policy option: School boards provide full-day learning programs for children aged 4 and 5   
Black students’ chance of 
postsecondary compared to 
white students
Better chance 67 22 11 100 36
Same chance 54 28 18 100 597
Worse chance 57 27 16 100 275
Not stated 51 35 14 100 93
Total 55 28 17 100 1001
               Policy option: There should be Africentric alternative schools  
Black students’ chance of 
postsecondary compared to 
white students
Better chance 36 50 14 100 36
Same chance 25 56 19 100 597
Worse chance 36 53 10 100 275
Not stated 27 51 22 100 94
Total 29 54 17 100 1002
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	 • Despite the fact that the public sees university graduates in oversupply, the majority reject the  
  idea of limiting access to postsecondary programs according to the number of jobs available.  
  Access is supported because of the opportunities it provides individuals for economic success.  
  Higher participation rates in postsecondary education are not seen as the key to creating full  
  employment.
 • A majority think that white and visible minority postsecondary graduates accrue similar  
  economic advantage; however, views are divided on the experiences of immigrants with  
  foreign credentials.

	 • A third of working respondents report educational credential above the entry-level require- 
  ments for their positions. Less than a quarter, however, think they are overqualified for their  
  jobs in terms of their education.

Postsecondary education, Individual Opportunity, and full employment
Postsecondary institutions are well regarded by the public. In 2009 just over half said they have a great 
deal or quite a lot of confidence in universities. While this represents a decline from 2004, confidence 
in postsecondary institutions remain well above that for K-12 schools. Support for increased spending 
for postsecondary institutions is similar to that for elementary and secondary schools. In the case of 
apprenticeship training, support is significantly higher. In general, popular support for postsecondary 
education is thought to be rooted in the public perception of the economic value of postsecondary 
credentials. The OISE surveys have offered limited support for this view.

In a recent article in Education Canada,xvi we used historical OISE Survey data to argue that public 
support for expanding higher education is rooted in a perception that access to college and university 
is the foundation of individual opportunity. However, most of the public does not see educational 
expansion as the key to achieving full employment with good jobs for all who want them. The 2009 
Survey provides further support for this position.

In the early 1980s there was a sea change in public views of the importance of higher education. 
In both the United States and Canada, a prior minority view of the importance of a university or 
college education became a majority view.xvii In 1988, when the OISE survey asked how much 
education a person needed in order to “get along in this society,” about two-thirds indicated that a 
postsecondary credential was needed. In the intervening years the consensus has broadened, rising to 
over three-quarters in 2009 (see Table 6.1). Throughout the period, most respondents who selected 
the postsecondary option indicated a community college or trade school education was needed; in 
2009, 50% held this view, compared with the 28% who viewed a university education as essential.

While there can be little doubt that higher education is often linked to individual success, there is no 
consensus that the economy is being dragged down by an undereducated populace. The public has 
long been divided over whether people generally have more or less education than their jobs require. 
In 2009 those who thought most workers had more education than their jobs required outnumbered 
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those who thought most workers had too little education (see Table 6.2). Almost three-quarters 
thought that there were more university graduates looking for work than there were appropriate jobs 
for them – an opinion also voiced in earlier OISE surveys in 1986 and 2002 (see Table 6.3). Just over 
half of those surveyed believed, erroneously, that a university graduate was as likely to be unemployed 
as a high school graduate. This has been the majority view since we first asked this question in 1982 
(see Table 6.4). 

Despite widespread and long-held perceptions that the postsecondary education sector oversupplies 
graduates for the labour market, the public has consistently rejected restricting access to university 
and college programs based on job prospects for graduates (see Table 6.5). Nor does public sup-
port for open access appear rooted in a belief that (over)supply will create its own demand. In 2009 
respondents were divided about equally over the question of whether there is an oversupply of post-
secondary graduates for the labour market; however, most agreed with the statement that over the 
next five years there would not be enough jobs, no matter how much training and education people 
get (see Table 6.6). Rather, access is supported on grounds of ensuring opportunities for individuals 
to succeed.xviii

Table 6.1  
Amount of Education Needed*

  1988 1998 2002 2009

  % % % %

Elementary 2 0 <1 <1

Some high school n.a. 2 1 1

High school diploma** 31 21 21 18

Community college or trade school 40 45 44 50

Undergraduate university degree 11 14 15 14

Graduate university degree 13 14 16 14

Can’t say 3 5 2 2

Total 100 101 100 100
 Count 1011 1000 1054 1001

* Survey question: How much education do you think a person needs in order to get along in this society?
n.a. = not asked 
** In 1998 respondents were asked about academic and vocational high school education. The question did not explicitly reference high school completion; 
however, this was likely implicit for most respondents. 

Table 6.2  
Amount of Education Related to Job Requirements* 

  1994 1996 1998 2000 2009

  % % % % %

More 40 35 26 26 37

Right amount 27 26 32 39 32

Too little 25 30 33 25 24

Not stated 8 9 10 10 7

Total 100 100 101 100 100
 Count 1070 1000 1007 1002 1001

* Survey question: Do you think that people generally have more education than their jobs require, the right amount, or too little?
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Table 6.4 
Unemployment of University Graduates

  A university graduate is as likely to be unemployed as a high school graduate. 

  Agree Disagree Neither/Not stated Total

  % % % % Count

1982 63 31 6 100 1050

1994 62 34 4 100 1070

1996 60 34 5 99 1000

2002 51 41 8 100 1054

2009 56 38 7 100 1001

Table 6.5  
Admission Rates for Postsecondary Education Related to Job Availability

The number of students admitted to university and community college programs should be based primarily on the 

availability of jobs for graduates, even if this keeps out qualified students who want these programs. 

  Agree Disagree Neither/Not stated Total

  % % % % Count

1979 37 53 10 100 1084

1982 37 52 11 100 1050

1986 25 61 14 100 1042

1988 19 64 18 100 1011

1990 25 64 12 100 1032

1994 32 61 7 100 1070

1996 32 60 7 100 1000

2002 30 60 10 100 1054

2009 33 57 11 100 1001

Table 6.3   
Supply of University Graduates Related to Availability of Jobs* 

  1986  2002 2009

  % % %

More graduates than jobs 84 69 72

About the same number 7 14 13

Fewer graduates than jobs 6 12 10

Not stated 3 5 6

Total 100 100 100
 Count 1042 1054 1001

* Survey question: When it comes to the number of jobs for which employers require a university degree and the number of university graduates looking for 
jobs, which of the following is closest to what you think? 
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A majority (56%) think that whites and visible minorities graduating from universities and colleges 
get jobs with similar salaries (see Table 6.7). Views are divided, however, over whether immigrants 
with university degrees earned outside Canada can get the same kinds of jobs as Canadian graduates. 
(In 1996 a majority agreed with the statement.) 

Underemployment: Personal Experiences
Since 1986 the OISE surveys have asked respondents in the paid workforce about both their own 
educational attainment and also the educational credentials required of new applicants for posi-
tions like their own. This information has been used to construct an index of underemployment or 
overqualification. The 2009 results indicate that about a third of working respondents held a higher 
educational credential than was required of new applicants (see Table 7.1). In contrast, only 15% had 
less education than required of new applicants. 

Table 6.6  
Job Availability

Over the next five years there won’t be enough jobs no matter how 

much training and education people get. 

  1996 2009

  % %

Strongly agree 28 20

Somewhat agree 27 27

Neither 5 6

Somewhat disagree 17 20

Strongly disagree 16 24

Not stated 6 4

Total 100 100
 Count 1000 1001

Table 6.7 
Equity in Postsecondary Outcomes, 2009 

  Neither
  Strongly Somewhat agree nor Somewhat Strongly
  agree agree disagree disagree disagree Not stated Total

  % % % % % % % Count
“Most visible minority students get 
jobs with same salaries as those of 
white graduates.” 25 31 9 13 6 15 100 1001

“Immigrants with university 
degrees earned outside Canada 
can get the same kinds of jobs as 
Canadian graduates.” 15 23 5 24 24 9 100 1001
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Since 1994 we have also asked working respondents whether they think they are overqualified, 
underqualified, or matched with their jobs in terms of their education. Respondent’s subjective 
assessments have been much more consistent over time than the results of our underemployment 
index. Moreover, respondents report that their qualifications match their job requirements to a 
greater extent than our underemployment index would indicate if entry requirements were taken as the 
reference point. In 2009, 70% felt their educational qualifications matched job requirements (see
Table 7.2). Just under a quarter thought that they were overqualified for their positions; less than
10% felt underqualified.

Table 7.1 
Under- and Overemployment Related to Educational Requirements for Job* 

  1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2009

  % % % % % % % % % %

Overemployed          

  Two or more credentials over 

     those required 5 5 9 7 6 8 10 7 9 10

  One credential over those required 17 21 20 24 18 17 23 19 16 23

Match 54 51 51 52 55 55 53 58 55 51

Underemployed          11

  One credential under those required 19 17 16 14 16 14 8 10 13 4

  Two or more credentials under 

    those required 5 6 5 3 5 7 6 6 7 5

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 105
 Count 606 599 620 568 645 594 563 608 522 601

* Excludes missing data.

Table 7.2
Personal Experience of Educational Qualification for Job*

1994 1998 2000 2002 2009
  % % % % %

Overqualified 21 19 20 23 23
Adequately qualified 71 72 72 69 70
Underqualified 5 7 7 7 5
Not stated 3 3 2 2 1
Total 100 100 100 101 100

 Count 717 602 501 653 641

* Survey question: In terms of your schooling, do you feel you are overqualified, adequately qualified, or underqualified for your current job? 
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